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Abstract: A significant number of new metered parking systems have been introduced in recent years
by the local authorities of various spa towns in Poland in connection with home zone conversion
projects. The traffic signs posted in these locations were limited to the beginning and end of the
demarcated parking area. Traffic circle (TC) is an example of a traffic calming measure (TCM) used
in home zones to slow down the traffic (case study—home zone in a small spa village). This article
presents the results of a study investigating the speed reductions obtained within a home zone
and a traffic circle used as traffic calming measure. The indispensable speed surveys were carried
out in relation to this study in two periods: in summer when the streets are crowded with tourists
and in September with little pedestrian traffic. Two research hypotheses were formulated as part
of the speed data analysis to verify the slowing effect of the traffic circle and the relevance of the
traffic circle’s design parameters and location, road function and the surrounding streetscape. For
each hypothesis, statistical analyses were carried out using two nonparametric tests: two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and median test. The third research hypothesis formulated in this study
was related to sustainable development factors related to fuel consumption and traffic-related air
pollution, including carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide and hydrocarbons. This
hypothesis was verified by estimating the amount of air pollution in the home zone under analysis
in three different situations (scenarios): in summer with the travel speed reduced by pedestrian
traffic to ca. 8–10 km/h, in September with a small number of pedestrians and 20–25 km/h resulting
speed between traffic circles, reduced at the traffic circle, and in a theoretical 30 km/h zone with
25–30 km/h assumed speed between traffic circles, dropping at the traffic circle. These analyses
confirmed the appropriateness of the traffic circle as a home zone traffic calming measure, as long as
its design is based on a detailed analysis of the relevant factors, including location, road function and
the surrounding streetscape.

Keywords: traffic calming; traffic circle; reduce speed; home zone; sustainability; air pollution;
streetscape character

1. Introduction

In the field of road construction, sustainability is understood as construction or re-
construction of road components intended to serve the needs of the current and future
generations, while maintaining a balance between economic growth on the one hand and
environmental protection and community well-being on the other. Four sustainability
types (or pillars) have been distinguished: human, social, economic and environmental.
Sustainable transport systems are distinguished by environmental and cost awareness,
including the cost of land purchase, construction and future operation, which belong to
the environmental and economic sustainability pillars. This article tackles, in particular,
the issue of the effective redesign of urban streets and public spaces from the viewpoint
of sustainable mobility in urban areas. According to Horn and Jansson [1], redesigning of
urban streets and public spaces always involves considerable environmental, economic
and social costs in the long run. Therefore, it is so important to assess the effectiveness of
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any contemplated projects, which should include reference to the social dimension, i.e., the
desired coincidence and integration of environmental and traffic safety benefits.

The ever growing or flourishing economy has brought a massive increase in the
number of motor vehicles, mainly private cars, which has affected public space quality [2].
This is particularly true of small towns and spas, where public spaces play a specific role
by defining the prestige and attractiveness of the place. However, this must not affect the
well-being of the local community or compromise the safety of traffic or the availability of
transport means. Bearing in mind the sustainable development of the urban environment,
these requirements should be considered and implemented in line with accepted urban
planning principles. As the first step in the process, the existing transport system of the spa
town should be analysed, paying attention to the designated functions [3,4]. This should
include determination of local residents’ and tourists’ needs, bearing in mind the intended
use and function of a given public space. Towns can have one of the following spatial
structures (Figures 1 and 2):

− monocentric, with a clear-cut centre both functionally and spatially and a generally
oblong, elliptical, square, rectangular or semi-circular shape (Figure 2a,b),

− bipolar, made up of two or more distinctly bordered urban entities that may merge
into a rectangular or tubular system (Figure 2c),

− polycentric, formed through development and merging of smaller entities (Figure 2d).
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drawn on Google Earth satellite image [5].

Figure 1. Small seaside spa villages in the West Pomerania region of Poland showing the spatial
structure type (shown in Figure 2 below) and indicative number of inhabitants. Source: own picture
drawn on Google Earth satellite image [5].

Figure 2 shows some Polish seaside settlements, where brighter orange areas represent
the historic centres and indigenous residents’ homes and paler orange areas are occupied
by recently built resorts and homes of the younger generations. The route of the provincial
road running through these illustrative spas is also marked.
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When contemplating projects intended to address transport issues and revive smaller
settlements and spas in line with sustainable development principles, it is indispensable
to consider the four above-mentioned sustainability pillars: human, social, economic and
environmental. The first wave of urban sustainability projects aimed at public space, social
or economic revival involved regeneration of urban green areas, planning of green streets
and green infrastructure and care for the natural environment [6–9]. These factors should
be taken collectively as the basis for the preparation of traffic calming projects. In the case
of public space revival projects, it is also necessary to consider a factor related to the safety
of pedestrians, cyclists and drivers or passengers, because pedestrian fatalities constitute
a high percentage of all urban road accidents [10–12] (ca. 70% according to [12]). Broken
down by age, 9% of these fatalities are people up to 24 years of age, 42% are between 25
and 65 years old and 49% are older than 65 years [11]. As reported in [12], pedestrian
fatalities constitute 36% of all urban road accident fatalities in urban areas, as compared to
14% cyclists, 19% motorised two wheelers, 26% car occupants, etc.

Other challenges to public space revival planning are air pollution issues (related
to the ever-increasing number of motor vehicles) and traffic noise pollution caused by
road traffic in general and with consideration of effective traffic management strategies
(TMS) [13–16]. The air pollution and traffic noise pollution issues are the main considera-
tions in the selection of appropriate traffic calming measures and the planning of traffic
calming systems in urban areas [17,18]. These considerations may be addressed through
appropriate modelling [19] or field monitoring of existing traffic calming measures [13]. A
number of studies have investigated the issue of air pollution in the vicinity of existing
traffic calming measures as part of traffic calming studies [13,20–22]. Traffic calming mea-
sures generally cause sudden slowing of traffic, making vertical and horizontal deflections
an undesired option when considered from the air pollution and traffic noise pollution
angles [23]. Noteworthy, the resistance to this kind of traffic calming measure, as shown by
locals, road authorities, road and landscape engineers and urban planners, is directed more
towards vertical deflections and less towards horizontal deflections.

Traffic calming may involve urban traffic management, functional classification of
streets and/or introduction of home or 30 km/h zones in the area concerned. Other than
in larger towns where 30 km/h zones may be applied in combination with home zones,
in smaller towns and spa towns home zones are the preferred option, bearing in mind
pedestrian amenity improvements. This issue is particularly evident in spa villages and
recreational resorts. Various traffic calming measures, i.e., horizontal and vertical deflec-
tions, can be used to slow down the traffic as part of traffic calming projects [24–33]. These
include chicanes, road narrowing, speed tables or speed humps and mini roundabouts.
Two-way to one-way conversions may also be implemented as part of a traffic calming
project [34].

Raised junctions, mini roundabouts or traffic circles are often used in home or 30 km/h
zones. The differences between roundabouts and traffic circles can be found in different
publications [35,36]. However, they generally refer to older designs of these road compo-
nents, covering larger surface areas [36]. However, in traffic calming areas, home zones in
particular, there is a tendency to design traffic circles without reconstructing the approach
legs, realigning of kerb-lines, etc. [37] to cut the project cost. Then, it is appropriate to refer
to them with the term proposed in [38], i.e., “mini traffic calming circle”. Figure 3 shows
some examples of such traffic circles that can be found in traffic calming areas in Poland.
The traffic circle’s central island may be elevated above (Figure 3a) or installed flush with
the surrounding road surface (Figure 3b). The central island may, but not necessarily, pro-
mote circular traffic. It may be imposed by appropriately used traffic signs and pavement
markings. An example of a traffic circle with traffic signs imposing circular traffic around a
raised central island is shown in Figure 3a. In Figure 3b, the traffic circle extends over the
entire area between the kerb-lines, without imposing circular traffic as a result.
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Figure 3. Examples of traffic circles used in Poland on two-way streets: (a) an example of a sectioned-
off central island on a raised junction in Mierzyn, including traffic signs directing the traffic around
the island. Source: photo by Alicja Sołowczuk; (b) example of coloured/textured surface used on the
central island of a raised junction in Puławy. Source: Google Earth [5].

The effectiveness of traffic circles in traffic calming applications has not, as yet, been
reported in the literature, as opposed to extensively covered experiments and evaluations
to verify the effectiveness of speed tables. Where the central island does not impose circular
traffic, traffic circles are similar to speed tables in terms of traversability. Among the key
benefits of traffic circle retrofitting projects are calming of traffic, reduced travel delay,
compact size making it possible to keep within the existing right-of-way, low project cost
and improved traffic safety.

This motivated the authors to undertake the research described in this article, i.e.,
an evaluation of the effectiveness of traffic circles as a traffic calming measure in home
zones. The initial assumptions included a defined transverse profile of the traffic circles’
central island and the relevance of pedestrian traffic volume in the home zone area. A small
seaside spa town featuring a grid street pattern located on the Baltic coast in Poland was
chosen as study area.

The following research hypotheses were defined:

Hypothesis H1. “A traffic circle has a significant traffic calming effect when located in a home
zone of a spa village”.

Hypothesis H2. “The central island should have its transverse profile appropriate to the street
function and location and the surrounding streetscape’s character”.

Hypothesis H3. “Provision of traffic circles in home zones of small spa towns should be considered
as part of the urban street and public space redesign projects contemplated in these locations”.

Since Hypothesis H2 consists of three independent parts, three auxiliary hypotheses
have been formulated:

Hypothesis 2A. “Are the “before” and “after” speeds and speed reductions influenced by pedestrian
traffic?”—speed data from two traffic surveys carried out at two different times of the year were
considered to test this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2B. “Are the “before” and “after” speeds and speed reductions influenced by the TC
lo-cation and its place in the sequence along the streets, or by the surrounding streetscape?”—only
traffic circles located on the same street were considered.
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Hypothesis 2C. “Are the “before” and “after” speeds and speed reductions influenced by the street
function and surrounding streetscape?”—traffic circles with parallel locations on two analysed
streets with different importance, function and streetscape were considered.

Section 2 of this article describes the object of study, which are seven traffic circles
built about 20 years ago in a small seaside spa town in Poland, and the applied research
methods. The study results are presented in Section 3. The results are discussed in Section 4
and the final conclusions of the study are given in Section 5. Figure 3 presents the stages of
the study on traffic circle effectiveness as a traffic calming measure for home zone areas.

2. Materials and Methodology
2.1. Study Area

The study area was a home zone of Międzywodzie—a small seaside spa town located
in Poland (Figure 4). With almost 700 permanent inhabitants, Międzywodzie is considered
as a small village. However, in summer over a 12,000 visitors come to the village, turning it
into a spa village. The village is divided into two independent parts by the DW102 through
road that runs through it. The village is constantly growing with more and more B&Bs,
health resorts, small holiday apartments, food outlets, shops, etc., being built all the time.
The study area, including the analysed traffic circles, is located in the centre of Między-
wodzie and extends over three streets, including a home zone (Figure 5—Zwycięstwa St.,
Kasztanowa St. and Wojska Polskiego St.).
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With a growing number of tourists in summer, this small spa town has had to deal with
serious traffic-related issues. The main challenge was the high volume of pedestrian traffic
on the way to and from the beach and a high demand for parking spaces there. Metered
Parking Systems with designated and appropriately marked parking places are introduced
in such places, similarly to those in home zones, to cope with these growing parking
problems. In this situation, a home zone was implemented at the beginning of the 21st
century in the central part of Międzywodzie (Figure 5). This involved two-way to one-way
conversion of a few streets, constructing a few traffic circles, making the paved paths run
flush with the carriageway surface, and demarcating of parking spaces. Improved traffic
safety was another benefit of the implemented home zone. However, with no accidents
recorded for the period 1995–2023 in the central road accident register SEWIK [39], we
cannot give a poor traffic safety record as the grounds for home zone implementation. In
fact, it was intended to cope with the parking problems and improve mobility amenities
for tourists making their way through the main streets of this spa village.
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Considering the cost of reconstruction and available land constraints, the cheapest
project option was chosen with no changes to kerb-lines. Footpaths were brought flush
with the road surface and the old asphalt pavement was replaced with block paving on a
few street sections and permeable concrete grid paving in the parallel on-street parking
areas. Raised traffic circles were built at a few junctions, yet without changing the approach
leg widths. All the main streets were 5.0–6.0 m wide. After reconstruction and installation
of flush kerbs separating the path from the carriageway, the carriageway width changed to
5.0 m in all cases. Currently, each street includes ca. 2.0 m wide parallel on-street parking
spaces. These parking spaces are demarcated by a different surfacing material and with
pavement markings applied thereon. Appropriate traffic signs have also been placed to
indicate parking locations. Without demarcated pedestrian crossings, pedestrians may
walk all over the carriageway and footpath width.

The locations of the seven analysed traffic circles are shown in Figure 6. This number
includes two traffic circles located on Zwycięstwa St. (No. 1 and No. 2 in Figure 6). These
junctions have three entry legs and one exit leg each. The remaining five traffic circles
included three located on four-leg junctions (No. 3, No. 4 and No. 5 in Figure 6) and two
located on staggered junctions on Wojska Polskiego St. (No. 6 and No. 7 in Figure 6).
Traffic circles No. 5, No. 6 and 7 are located on Wojska Polskiego St., the promenade
of Międzywodzie, lined with small restaurants, fishermen’s houses, ice cream parlours,
pastry shops, small local markets, boutiques, etc. Various events take place during summer
weekends along the whole of Wojska Polskiego St. between the DW102 provincial road and
traffic circle No. 5. In summer too, further on to the north, a summer fair is held during
which stalls are placed over the whole carriageway width. The northern part of Wojska
Polskiego St. is blocked as a result. In turn, during the above-mentioned weekend events,
stalls selling various merchandise are placed on the footpaths and on the carriageway. At all
intersections, the side streets have 5 m wide carriageways, and have no footpaths running
along the road or demarcated on-street parking spaces. Figure 5 shows as additional
information the traffic directions on the analysed one-way streets and the height ∆h of the
raised central island.
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2.2. Traffic Volume and Speed Surveys

The object of this case study is a spa village. SR4 traffic detection devices [40] were
used to simultaneously measure traffic speeds and volumes as part of this study. The siting
of the survey stations is shown in Figure 7. The devices were mounted on the existing traffic
delineator posts on the way to and past the analysed traffic circles (before and after), at the
one-way street entries and exits and between the junctions. Due to low traffic volumes (up
to 35 veh./h) noted in the area under analysis, the surveys were discontinued when the
number of logged vehicles exceeded 100. Considering the speed logging characteristics
and 0.01 s logging time accuracy, we can assume free traffic flow conditions, allowing each
observed vehicle and the following vehicles to move freely without an obstacle vehicle
ahead (according to [41]). In the summer, free traffic flow may be arbitrarily related to
logged vehicles, as the main obstacles on the road were the pedestrians walking over the
whole carriageway width and thus making faster driving impracticable. Information on
the gear the drivers used between the junctions was randomly gathered from those who
pulled over to park. In September, they generally drove in second gear when making their
way through the traffic circle, shifting to third gear on the section between the junctions.
This information was then used to calculate fuel consumption.

Taking account of crowded streets in summer and the low number of pedestrians
beyond this season, the speed surveys were carried out in two representative periods: in
summer and in the last week of September. Considering these low speeds and occupied
parking spaces, it was justified to limit the comparative analyses to the values of v85
and vav.
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Figure 7. Survey station equipment (SR4): (a) traffic detection device; (b) SR4 sited before and after
traffic circle No. 6. Source: photo by Alicja Sołowczuk.

2.3. Methodology

The statistical analysis sequence is shown in Figure 8 below.
For the research hypothesis H3, it was decided to use the conclusions and the data

given by Merkisz et al. [22]. The study area included streets with speed humps and zone
30 streets for comparison. Air pollution was measured during a few passes of a test vehicle
carrying special gas detection equipment. The air pollution values are the means of the
data logged during the respective passes, including vehicle speeds and exhaust emission
levels. Based on our analysis, we determined that the traffic conditions during the survey of
Merkisz et al. were similar to the conditions prevailing at the traffic circles under analysis.

As regards fuel consumption, it was decided to separately consider two driving
scenarios: scenario 1—when the car drives in second gear all the way, and scenario 2—when
the car drives in second gear through the traffic circle, shifting to third gear upon entering
an in-between section.
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3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of the Traffic Calming Measurement TCM

In the study area, traffic circles were built as part of the project to convert the existing
public spaces to a home zone. The traffic circles’ central islands were surfaced with red
concrete paving bricks. The junction approach legs were not widened as part of the project.
In the whole home zone area, the footpaths were brought flush with the carriageway
surface, separated by a kerb-line made of kerb units laid flat. The design allowed leaving
the existing drainage system unchanged. On the demarcated parallel on-street parking
spaces, a permeable concrete grid pavement was laid. The travel lanes were, in turn,
surfaced with grey paving bricks. The parallel on-street parking spaces on Zwycięstwa
St. and Kasztanowa St. start and end ca. 7–10 m from the junction edge, thus creating
apparent bulb-outs, yet with no kerb-line or markings applied on the pavement surface.
On the Międzywodzie promenade, they start and end ca. 3–4 m from the junction edge.
The parameters of the analysed traffic circles are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Parameters of the analysed traffic circles. Source: own work.

Traffic Circle ∆h 1, m Street Function l1, m 2 l2, m 3 Streetscape Characteristics

No. 1 0.12 footstreet 190 150 summer recreation area

No. 2 0.09 footstreet 150 125 summer recreation area, small
businesses open in summer

No. 3 0.17 vehicular street 125 150 private properties
No. 4 0.16 vehicular street 150 125 private properties

No. 5 0.11 main promenade 140 125 small catering and small commercial
facilities open in summer

No. 6 0.08 main promenade 135 140 year-round recreation areas and
catering businesses

No. 7 0.12 main promenade 60 135 year-round shopping centre, post
office, bank, etc.

1 ∆h—difference of level between the central island centre and edge when passing through the traffic circle;
2 l1—length of traffic circle approach section; 3 l2—length of road section from the traffic circle end and the
next junction.

For streetscape beautification reasons, two-colour paving slabs were used on the
footpath and small grafted trees were planted alongside. Kerbing was installed around the
trees to prevent oil-contaminated water from penetrating into the plant bed. On the side
facing the road, each tree was protected with metal guard posts on either side. In a few
places, low-height tree boxes or plant beds were placed within the street width. Benches
and litter bins were placed between the newly planted trees. Wider footpath portions are
designated to be occupied by stalls, counters and A-frame ads for boutiques and small food
serving businesses. The streetscape character of the selected streets for the installed traffic
calming measurement TCM is visualised in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Streetscape and traffic calming measurements and visualisation of the analysed streets:
(a) one-way street with parallel on-street parking on the right-hand side (Zwycięstwa St.); (b) one-way
main promenade hosting various weekend events (Wojska Polskiego St.). Source: own drawings.

3.2. Plan and Cross-Section of Selected Traffic Circles

Figure 10 shows transverse cross-sections and plan views of traffic circles located at
selected junctions. The island diameter was 4.00 m in all cases. The varying parameter was
the difference in level between the island centre and its perimeter. The one-way streets
had 5.00 m wide carriageways, including a 2.00 m width demarcated for parallel on-street
parking. The side streets had footpaths on some parts and no demarcated parking spaces.
The footpaths were surfaced by concrete paving slabs in two contrasting colours. The
footpaths were brought flush with the carriageway and separated from it by white kerb
units laid flat (Figures 9 and 11).
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Figure 10. Visualization of the analysed traffic circles: (a) transverse cross-section; (b) plan view of
traffic circle No. 2 located on a T-junction; (c) plan view of traffic circle No. 7 located on the main
promenade (all dimensions in metres). Source: own work.

Figure 11. Analysed traffic circles: (a) traffic circle No. 3—∆h = 0.17 m; (b) traffic circle No. 6—
∆h = 0.08 m (all dimensions in metres). Source: photo by Alicja Sołowczuk.
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3.3. Speed Survey Data Processing

Figures 12 and 13 show the speed ranges calculated from the summer and September
survey data, respectively. The red dashed line represents averaged v85 values calculated
using the summer and September survey data, respectively, for all the survey stations.
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Figure 12. Box plot of speed data measured in summer. The whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum values; lower and upper edges of the boxes determine the first and third quartiles; the
bold white line designates the median value (the arrow indicates the direction of movement). Source:
own work.
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Figure 13. Box plot of speed data measured in September. The whiskers represent the minimum and
maximum values; lower and upper edges of the boxes determine the first and third quartiles; the
bold white line designates the median value (the arrow indicates the direction of movement). Source:
own work.

However, in summer, the main factor slowing the traffic are the tourists walking all
over the one-way carriageways and footpaths (Figure 14). During this period, the parallel
parking spaces were occupied for most of the time, making the carriageway apparently,
and actually, narrower.
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Figure 14. Differences in pedestrian traffic on the main promenade in the home zone area: (a) summer
season—main promenade (Source: Google Earth [5]); (b) September—main promenade (Source:
photo by Alicja Sołowczuk); (c) summer season—traffic circle No. 5 and No. 6 (Source: Google
Earth [5]); (d) September—traffic circle No. 5 and No. 6 (Source: photo by Alicja Sołowczuk).
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In the off-season period, the tourist business is limited to health and spa facilities,
a few shops and some boutiques. Other businesses are closed. In the off-season period,
only some of the parking spaces were used by owners of the local properties in the area.
With less obstacles on the road ahead, traffic can be handled more efficiently and at higher
speeds, both between and within the junctions (Figures 13 and 14).

The results given in Figure 13 allow us to conclude that, even without summer visitors,
traffic circles effectively slow down the traffic within junctions. In order to traverse the
raised central island, the drivers reduce their driving speed by about 12–15 km/h. However,
the slowing effect is limited to a max. 10 m distance. In summer, the speeds of travel on
the sections between the junctions ranged from 7 to 10 km/h depending on the number
of pedestrians and vehicles driving in and out of the parking spaces. In September, this
range increased on the sections between the traffic circles to 20–25 km/h, the exact speed
depending most probably on the number of parked vehicles.

The cumulative frequency graph in Figure 15 shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) representing the situation at four traffic circles. The cumulative distribution
function and 85th percentile speed differences on these traffic circles stem from different
street functions, their place in the sequence and the surrounding and varying streetscape
characteristics. All these traffic circles featured a similar difference of level in the range
0.09–0.12 m. The cumulative density functions and values of v85 and vav indicate smaller
speeds immediately before and past traffic circle No. 2, as well as a smaller approach speed.
This may be due to the placing of the sequence of traffic circles (traffic circle No. 2 is passed
as the second traffic circle when driving down Zwycięstwa St.), and about 150 m spacing
between the subsequent traffic circles. Other relevant factors may include pedestrian traffic,
in the summer season, using the whole carriageway width and the surrounding streetscape
features. Traffic circle No. 2 and the holiday camping area featured more parked cars and
street businesses, including boutiques and food outlets, compared to traffic circle No. 1,
with the surrounding developments limited to homes and small resorts.
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In turn, traffic circle No. 3 is the first when driving down Kasztanowa St., located
about 120 m from the street entry and featuring the greatest transverse slope of the central
island with a ∆h = 0.17 m level difference. On the street section leading to traffic circle No.
3, vehicles are parked year-round due to the open spas and health resorts. In addition,
the first in the sequence is traffic circle No. 7, located on Wojska Polskiego St. about
60 m from the entry to this one-way street. It has a smaller transverse slope of the central
island, with ∆h = 0.11 m difference in level. On the way to traffic circle No. 7, vehicles
are present at all times due to the central location, with many year-round open shops and
public amenities. The cumulative density functions and the calculated values of v85 and
vav indicate slightly smaller speeds of vehicles passing traffic circle No. 7, attributed to the
surrounding streetscape features and more pedestrians.

4. Discussion

The statistical inference method was adopted for processing of the speed data obtained
for all the traffic circles under analysis. The process started with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Goodness-of-fit test, carried out to verify normality of distribution of the analysed speed
populations (Equation (1)). Normality of speed distribution was confirmed for all the
analysed traffic circles in both traffic survey periods.

Kolmogorov–Smirnov Goodness-of-fit test

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 = F(v) = F0(v)
H1 = F(v) 6= F0(v)

, λα = 1.36, λ = 0.05.
(1)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F(v)—empirical cumulative fre-
quency curve, F0(v)—theoretical cumulative frequency curve, λα—critical values, α—adopted
significance level.

Next, two of the three research hypotheses were verified using the obtained speed
results research hypotheses: Research Hypothesis H1 and Research Hypothesis H2 (see
Section 1). Dealing with a non-measurable characteristic, nonparametric tests (two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and median test) were chosen to verify the research hypotheses
(H1 and H2).

4.1. Research Hypothesis H1—“A Traffic Circle Has a Significant Traffic Calming Effect When
Located in a Home Zone of a Spa Village”

These were the two-sample K–S test (Equation (2)) and the median test (Equation (3)).
In the case of Research Hypothesis H1, both statistical tests were performed for the summer
and September “before” and “after” speed parameters for each of the analysed traffic
circles. These tests revealed a significant difference between the “before” and “after” speed
parameters for all the traffic circles except for traffic circle No. 6, thus confirming the effect
of traffic circles on speed reduction for all the analysed traffic circles (Research Hypothesis
H1). Some statistical analysis results obtained for traffic circle No. 1 and No. 2 are given in
Table 2 below.

Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :

H0 : F
(

vbe f ore
)
= F

(
va f ter

)
,

H1 : F
(

vbe f ore
)
6= F

(
va f ter

)
,
λα = 1.36, α = 0.05.

(2)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F(vbefore)—before speed cumula-
tive distribution function, F(vafter)—after speed cumulative distribution function, λα—critical
values, α—adopted significance level.

Median test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 : F1(v50) = F2(v50),
H1 : F1(v50) 6= F2(v50),

χ2α = 3.84, α = 0.05.
(3)
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where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F1(v50)—number of results below
v50 from both populations, F2(v50)—number of results above v50 from both populations,
χ2

α—critical values, α—adopted significance level.

Table 2. Sample results of statistical tests—traffic circle No. 1 and No. 2. Source: own work.

K–S Goodness-of-Fit Test 1
Two-Sample K–S Test 2 Median Test 3

Before After

Data from the Summer
Traffic circle No. 1 λ = 0.76 < λα = 1.36 λ = 0.34 < λα = 1.36 λ = 4.05 > λα = 1.36 χ2 = 30.3 > χα

2 = 3.84
Traffic circle No. 2 λ = 0.73 < λα = 1.36 λ = 0.58 < λα = 1.36 λ = 4.45 > λα = 1.36 χ2 = 38.2 > χα

2 = 3.84
Data from the September

Traffic circle No. 1 λ = 0.92 < λα = 1.36 λ = 1.00 < λα = 1.36 λ = 4.03 > λα = 1.36 χ2 = 83.8 > χα
2 = 3.84

Traffic circle No. 2 λ = 0.90 < λα = 1.36 λ = 0.75 < λα = 1.36 λ = 2.28 > λα = 1.36 χ2 = 27.2 > χα
2 = 3.84

1 Kolmogorov–Smirnov Goodness-of-fit test (Equation (1)): λα = 1.36, α = 0.05. 2 Two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (Equation (2)): λα = 1.36, α = 0.05. 3 Median test (Equation (3)): χα

2 = 3.84, α = 0.05.

4.2. Research Hypothesis H2—“The Central Island Should Have Its Transverse Profile Appropriate
to the Street Function and Location and the Surrounding Streetscape Character”
4.2.1. Auxiliary Hypothesis 2A—“Are the “Before” and “After” Speeds and Speed
Reductions Influenced by Pedestrian Traffic?”

Since the speed variation analysis for the summer and September surveys (Figures 12–14)
showed a considerable traffic slowing effect of the pedestrian crowds during the summer
season, this factor was also subjected to the statistical tests comparing the summer and
September data populations (Equations (4) and (5)). The results of both tests are given
in Table 3. Based on these results, showing a difference between the “before” and “after”
speed data populations in almost all cases, we can conclude that the analysed factor has a
statistically significant traffic slowing effect. This effect was not confirmed only for traffic
circle No. 6, for which a result close to the critical value was obtained for the “before” speed
in one test only. Traffic circle No. 6 is located on a staggered T-junction (Figures 6 and 11b)
without demarcated on-street parallel parking and no parked cars (Figures 6 and 11b).

Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :

H0 : F
(
vSummer) = F

(
vSeptember

)
,

H1 : F
(
vSummer) 6= F

(
vSeptember

)
,
λα = 1.36, α = 0.05.

(4)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F(vSummer)—summer speed cu-
mulative distribution function, F(vSeptember)—September speed cumulative distribution
function, λα—critical values, α—adopted significance level.

Median test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 : F1(v50) = F2(v50),
H1 : F1(v50) 6= F2(v50),

χ2α = 3.84, α = 0.05.
(5)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F1(v50)—number of results below
v50 from both populations, F2(v50)—number of results above v50 from both populations,
χ2

α—critical values, α—adopted significance level.
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Table 3. Results of statistical tests related to Hypothesis 2A—effect of pedestrians on the “before” and
“after” traffic circle speeds measured in the summer season and in September. Source: own work.

Test
Traffic Circle

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7

Data from Test K–S test 1

Before (Summer and September) 4.05 6.9 5.7 4.5 2.3 1.35 4.9

After (Summer and September) 7.00 7.2 7.5 7.7 7.1 7.3 7.1

Data from Median test 2

Before (Summer and September) 26.6 167.9 165.5 174.4 179.7 166.0 164.5

After (Summer and September) 97.9 153.8 139.3 152.4 180.8 197.8 56.1
1 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test λ (Equation (4)): λα = 1.36, α = 0.05. 2 Median test (Equation (5)):
χα

2 = 3.84, α = 0.05.

4.2.2. Auxiliary Hypothesis 2B—“Are the “Before” and “After” Speeds and Speed
Reductions Influenced by the Traffic Circle Location and Its Place in the Sequence along the
Streets or by the Surrounding Streetscape?”

In order to verify Hypothesis 2B concerning the effect of traffic circle location and
place in the sequence on a given street and the effect of the immediate surroundings, two
statistical tests were conducted for the combined data for paired traffic circles (Equations
(6) and (7)). The pairs were made up of consecutive traffic circles located on the same
street (Table 4—Equations (6) and (7)). The test results for “before” traffic circle speeds in
September are given in Table 4. The obtained statistics show that populations of different
traffic circles are different, i.e., must not be combined in one set. This confirms hypothesis
B on the statistically significant effect of traffic circle location (i.e., place in the traffic circle
sequence when driving down the street), and of the surrounding streetscape character on
the obtained speed reduction results.

Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test :

Nullhypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 : F
(
vNo. i) = F

(
vNo. i+1),

H1 : F
(
vNo. i) 6= F

(
vNo. i+1), λα = 1.36, α = 0.05.

(6)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F(vNo. i)—speed cumulative dis-
tribution function on the traffic circle No. i, F(vNo. i + 1)—speed cumulative distribution
function on the traffic circle No. i + 1, i—traffic circle preceding, i + 1 traffic circle following,
λα—critical values, α—adopted significance level.

Median test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 : F1(v50) = F2(v50),
H1 : F1(v50) 6= F2(v50),

χ2α = 3.84, α = 0.05.
(7)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F1(v50)—number of results below
v50 from both populations, F2(v50)—number of results above v50 from both populations,
χ2

α—critical values, α—adopted significance level.
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Table 4. Statistics related to Hypothesis 2B to verify the effect of the traffic circle location, place in the
sequence and the surrounding streetscape features on the “before” speed measured in the September
survey. Source: own work.

Test
Analysis of Traffic Circles Located along the Main Streets

No. 1 and 2 No. 3 and 4 No. 5 and 6 No. 6 and 7

Data from Test K–S test 1 4.1 1.1 1.6 3.3

Data from Median test 2 48.4 3.6 8.0 67.6
1 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test λ (Equation (6)): λα = 1.36, α = 0.05. 2 Median test (Equation (7)):
χα

2 = 3.84, α = 0.05.

4.2.3. Auxiliary Hypothesis 2C—“Are the “before” and “after” Speeds and Speed
Reductions Influenced by the Street Function and Surrounding Streetscape?”

In order to verify Hypothesis 2C, two statistical tests were conducted for combined
data for paired traffic circles (Equations (7) and (8)). The pairs were made up of traffic
circles located on neighbouring streets at parallel locations (Table 5—Equations (7) and (8)).
The test results for “before” traffic circle speeds in September are given in Table 5. The
obtained statistics show that populations of different traffic circles are different, i.e., must
not be combined in one set. This confirms hypothesis C on the statistically significant effect
of traffic circle location, street function and of the surrounding streetscape character on the
obtained speed reduction results.

Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test :

Null hypothesis H0 and alternative hypothesis H1 :
{

H0 : F
(
vNo. i) = F

(
vNo. i+1),

H1 : F
(
vNo. i) 6= F

(
vNo. i+1), λα = 1.36, α = 0.05.

(8)

where: H0—null hypothesis, H1—alternative hypothesis, F(vNo. i)—speed cumulative dis-
tribution function on the traffic circle No. i, F(vNo. i + 1)—speed cumulative distribution
function on the traffic circle No. i + 1, i—traffic circle on the analysed street, i + 1—traffic cir-
cle on the adjacent street at a parallel location, λα—critical values, α—adopted significance
level.

Table 5. Statistics related to Hypothesis 2C to verify the effect of the traffic circle location and
the surrounding streetscape features at a parallel location on the “before” speed measured in the
September survey. Source: own work.

Test
Analysis of Traffic Circle Located on Parallel Side Streets

No. 1 and 7 No. 2 and 5 No. 3 and 5 No. 4 and 7

Data from Test K–S test 1 4.3 1.32 2.1 1.6

Data from Median test 2 83.8 8.6 8.7 15.7
1 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test λ (Equation (8)): λα = 1.36, α = 0.05. 2 Median test (Equation (7)):
χα

2 = 3.84, α = 0.05.

Now we can conclude that both hypotheses (Research Hypothesis H1 and Research
Hypothesis H2) were confirmed in the statistical inference process. Thus, whenever traffic
circles are designed in home zones, the location, street function and the surrounding
streetscape features should be taken into account in the process and the traffic circle design
parameters should be implemented accordingly.

4.3. Trajectory and Speed Profile Analysis

As mentioned, a traffic circle may (but not necessarily) promote circular movement.
In this case, the only 3 m wide carriageway, along the one-way street with demarcated
on-street parallel parking, passing the traffic circle makes keeping to the right-hand side
impracticable. Instead, the drivers tended to pull left, navigating past the raised central
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island on its left-hand side. This constitutes the main difference between a traffic circle
located on a one-way street and a mini roundabout located on a two-way carriageway.
Figure 16 shows examples of different travel paths noted during the surveys. Driving
through a traffic circle depended on the driver’s skills and habits, differences in level of
the central island, vehicle ground clearance, and the surrounding features, including street
stalls, buildings, various fences and dense shrubs that could obscure the view of the side
road junctions (Figures 14 and 16c,d).
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The v85 and vav profiles are presented in Figure 17 for different slopes of the traffic
circle central islands, different longitudinal slopes on the way to and past the traffic circle,
and different surrounding streetscapes. In addition, these profiles include the speeds on
the way to, immediately before, within and past the traffic circle, in order to expose the
actual speed variation. The results of both surveys are included.

Firstly, the speed profile data reveal completely different traffic conditions at the
times of the two surveys, i.e., in summer and in September (Figure 17). In the former
case, with crowds of tourists walking on the footpath and on the carriageway, the traffic
circles had some, though a rather small, slowing effect on the road traffic. Much higher
speeds and a much more pronounced slowing effect of the traffic circles was noted in
September when pedestrian traffic is limited to the guests at the health resorts and spas
of Międzywodzie. The greatest speed reductions were recorded at traffic circles No. 3
and No. 4 located on Kasztanowa St. The speed reduction differences between these two
are attributed to different longitudinal slopes on the junction approach sections. The next
in order of speed reduction amount were the traffic circles located on Wojska Polskiego
St. and Zwycięstwa St., with central island level difference of ∆h = 0.11–0.12 m. Speed
reductions of about 4 km/h were obtained on traffic circles No. 5 and No. 7, depending on
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the approach and departure speeds and the surrounding streetscape features. For example,
in the case of traffic circle No. 5, there are local markets and boutiques at the main legs
and the demarcated on-street parking spaces start as close as 3–4 m from the secondary
leg kerb-line. These parking spaces are used by the spa house and are occupied also in
autumn, prominently narrowing the travel lane. These are the main factors contributing to
the obtained speed reductions. Traffic circle No. 7 is located 60 m from the home zone entry
and this location defines the observed approach speeds. The home zone entry area and the
junction corners are occupied by year-round open markets and public amenities, including
post office, bank, pharmacy, etc., generating pedestrian traffic and frequent driving in and
out of the parking spaces. The situation is different at traffic circles No. 1 and No. 2, with
very few pedestrians or parked vehicles in autumn. This resulted in a smaller amount of
speed reduction in autumn, in the order of 2 km/h.
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The least traffic slowing effect was noted for traffic circle No. 6, which featured a
small difference in level of ∆h = 0.07 m and no demarcated on-street parking next to it. To
the right of the one-way street, behind the footpath, there is an urban park, and on the
left-hand side there are year-round open small food outlets. The above factors mean that
drivers practically have at their disposal the entire width of the road, equal to 5 m, and
do not slow down when crossing traffic circle No. 6. Driving speeds become steady on
the section between traffic circle No. 7 and traffic circle No. 5 due to the low number of
pedestrians in September and a small number of parked vehicles (Figures 11b and 16).

4.4. Regression Analysis

Summing up, we can say that the speed reduction obtained with traffic circles depends
on the central island difference in level, longitudinal slope of the approach section, effective
carriageway width (whether or not limited by vehicles parked in the demarcated parking
spaces), presence of pedestrians, traffic circle location and the surrounding streetscape
features. Figure 18 represents the relationship between the obtained speed reductions and
the difference in level of the central island, based on the September survey data.
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Therefore, in sustainable redesigning of urban streets and public spaces, which may
include setting up home zones, it is important to select the appropriate traffic calming
measures and use appropriate design parameters, matching the existing streetscape features,
as the resulting speed reductions have a considerable bearing on the noise and air pollution
in the area [42]. These dependencies are related to the third of the research hypotheses,
i.e., research Hypothesis H3. For sustainable home zone projects, it is therefore important
to avoid sudden speed drops [42] and consider the range in impact of traffic calming
measures when planning their locations [26,43–45]. Bearing this in mind, when analysing
the speed reductions obtained for the analysed traffic circles, references were made to the
results obtained by other researchers reporting similar speed reductions obtained with
speed tables [22,43]. The different traffic calming measures (speed table and traffic circle)
have different applications and, for example, speed tables are an option for places with
a 30 km/h or 40 km/h desired speed, and thus they are not appropriate for home zones
requiring reduction to lower speeds. With similar climbing phase characteristics, driving
with these two traffic calming measures differs due to the inclined top surface in the case of
traffic circles and the level surface in the case of speed tables. The literature does not, as
yet give any experimental results comparing these two traffic calming measures in home
zone applications. This being so, this article presents the results obtained on three one-way
streets, including seven traffic circles having different central island transverse slopes.
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4.5. Air Pollution in Three Traffic Scenarios—Research Hypothesis H3

The home zone speed recommendations differ between countries and guidelines,
ranging from walking speed, as recommended by the Dutch guidelines [46], to 16 km/h
in England [47], to 20 km/h in several other countries [30,33,48–51]. Therefore, air and
traffic noise pollution estimations were based on the data obtained for driving through
speed tables at speeds in the range of 10–30 km/h [22,43]. Considering the driving speeds
measured between the junctions, which also did not exceed the specified speed range
(Figures 15 and 16), we can conclude that the analysed traffic circles did not cause abrupt
accelerations and decelerations that could be considered undesired due to the impact on
the surrounding environment, as per [18,22,43,52]. The level of air pollution was estimated
by comparing the three scenarios analysed in this article, using for comparison the research
data published by Merkisz et al. [22]. In the first scenario, a vehicle drove through a home
zone traffic circle in summer at an almost steady speed of 8–10 km/h, as shown in Figure 15.
The second scenario concerned the speeds logged in the home zone September survey, as
shown in Figure 16, varying over a considerably wider range of 10–25 km/h. The third
scenario was added for comparison, in order to demonstrate the traffic circle’s effectiveness
as a home zone traffic calming measure TCM. The simulated air pollution in the 30 km/h
zone was based on the assumption that the raised central island of the traffic circle causes
a speed reduction corresponding to that determined during the home zone traffic survey
of September. On the sections between the traffic circles, driving speeds were assumed
to vary between 25 and 30 km/h. The air pollution results for these three scenarios are
given in Figure 19 below, broken down into carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen oxide (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC).
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The analysis of the home zone data given in Figure 19 and the 30 km/h zone simulated
data showed that the traffic circle related air pollution may be higher in the 30 km/h zone
than in a home zone. Comparing the home zone air pollution data in summer and in
September, it is justified to conclude that carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide pollution
along the street does not differ between the summer and September despite different
driving speeds recorded in these periods, due to an almost steady speed in summer of
about 8–10 km/h (Figures 12 and 15). The levels of nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons were,
in turn, different in the home zone under analysis. That said, the level of air pollution will
be definitely lower in summer due to steadier driving speeds.
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4.6. Fuel Consumption in Three Traffic Scenarios

Sudden speed variations would also influence fuel consumption. However, with the
short distances between the subsequent traffic circles and small driving speed variations
on the way, and with steady speeds of 8–10 km/h due to pedestrian traffic, we can expect
drivers to shift to second gear. In September, the driving speeds ranged from 20 to 25 km/h,
depending on the number of pedestrians, decreasing only right at the traffic circle. Some
drivers drove in third gear, thus reducing fuel consumption. However, almost all the
interviewed drivers confirmed shifting to second gear on the approach to the traffic circle.
Considering the short distances of travel through the analysed streets and using the mean
fuel consumption data in litres/100 km depending on gear, as given in [53], we may expect
only very slight differences in fuel consumption. For example, travelling at 8–10 km/h in
second gear in summer, the car would use about 0.043 litres of petrol to reach the end of
the street, and in September this amount would drop to 0.033 litres due to using third gear,
with 20–25 km/h travel speeds practicable on this section. However, if a 30 km/h zone
were implemented in this street, a car would use 0.035 litres of petrol driving between the
traffic circles in third gear at 25–30 km/h.

The comparisons performed as part of this study, covering pedestrian safety (especially
in summer), reduction in driving speed, air pollution and fuel consumption, indicate the
suitability of the traffic circle as an effective and economic traffic calming measure for use
in home zone applications.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn based on the results of the above-described
analyses:

− The traffic calming effect and the amount of speed reduction due to traffic circles
depend, to a large extent, on the height of the raised central island ∆h. The resulting
values of R2 (v85) = 0.85 and R2 (vav) = 0.72 indicate that 85% or 72% of the dependent
variable variation (v85, vav) may be explained by a relationship with the independent
variable (∆h). Now, the remaining 15% or 28% of the variability should be attributed
to the effect of other relevant factors (traffic circle location, place in the sequence, street
function and the surrounding streetscape features), and other random factors.

− The transverse slope of the central island should be determined in a prior ana-
lytical study and implemented in the home zone design, taking into account the
following factors:

• travel lane width,
• distance between the start and end of the on-street parallel parking spaces and

the side street edge,
• spacing distance between subsequent traffic circles,
• the surrounding features, such as the locations and opening hours of markets,

restaurants and public amenities throughout all seasons of the year.

− The research findings and verification of the formulated research hypotheses show
that, for main promenades lined with many retail outlets (seasonal, generating high
pedestrian traffic in summer) in home zones located in spa villages, ∆h values should
be moderate, i.e., max. 8–10 cm. This value may be increased to max. 11–12 cm in other
streets with smaller pedestrian traffic and a smaller number of retail businesses and
other outlets. In turn, much greater ∆h values should be applied in primarily vehicular
streets that are not lined with retail businesses or other outlets and have much lighter
pedestrian traffic. These higher values of ∆h recommended for the above-described
type of street may, for example, ranging from 17–19 cm when, past the traffic circle,
the street runs for another 150 m or more. For shorter remaining street lengths, such
as 50–100 m, ∆h should preferably range between 14–16 cm.

− When the traffic calming areas are designed in line with sustainability principles,
allowing for extensive use of the carriageway space by pedestrian traffic, as is the case
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in this article, one-way traffic should be the first option, and green street/infrastructure
components should be used, as far as practicable, for beautification reasons.

− In order to prevent exceeding of the desired speed range on the sections between traffic
circles, encouraged by a lack of vehicles parked on the street, fixed-type side obstacles
should be designed at the beginning and end of such sections. These obstacles include
flowerbeds, planters, and concrete or wooden tree boxes, as shown in Figure A1 in
Appendix A.

− Finally, the authors believe that the issue of increased fuel consumption due to driv-
ing in lower gears in traffic calmed areas, such as home zones, may be effectively
resolved by the global transition to electric vehicles and sustainable design of traffic
calming projects.

There are a few limitations that affect this study. One example concerns the speeds in
the September traffic survey, which are defined by driving habits typical of Polish drivers
and Polish traffic rules. Thus, slightly different speeds may be obtained in research projects
carried out in other countries. Fuel consumption estimates in this project were also based
on geographically specific French data and different estimates may be obtained with input
data typical of other locations.
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